Introduction
Nowadays web pages have become the fastest ways for us to achieve news and publish individual opinions. It is hard to identify what pages exactly we want. By giving a set of keywords to search engines such as Google and Yahoo!, we can obtain a very long list of URLs referring to Web pages. However, it is still a difficult work to grasp and summarize the contents quickly from the search results. We need a convenient and efficient way to learn "what's happened" or "what's hot" from large number of news web pages. Topic detection is such a method which automatically finds topics in a group of news corpuses. At present, topic detection is widely applied to web information organization, such as automatic construction of online news issues [1] or organization of RSS news from different sources on topics [2] .
It is easy to think of the use of data mining algorithms to find topics. Actually, clustering is the core algorithm of present topic detection approaches. Common clustering algorithms used for topic detection include single pass, kNN and agglomerative clustering [1] [3] [4] [5] . A drawback of these algorithms is that they can not run automatically without manual intervention.
A common solution for the above problem is to use fixed parameters for all corpuses when they are similar in size and structure. A representative work on this approach is [1] which uses the UPGMA agglomerative clustering algorithm and specifies a fixed threshold to control the termination of the algorithm. But according to our experiments, when size or structure varies among corpuses, the optimal thresholds vary largely.
We suppose that different corpuses have different optimal parameters regardless of which algorithm and parameters are used, and it is impossible for users to determine the optimal parameter for each corpus in advance. To solve the problem, we proposed a novel clustering algorithm which automatically derives parameters from and for the news corpuses. It does not need users to provide any kind of parameters, and it uses different parameters for different corpuses. We can not guarantee that the automatically determined parameters are optimized, but they are close enough to optimal according to our experiments.
Details of our algorithm are described as follows. (1) At first, pair-wise similarities of all the news stories in the corpus are computed, and they are used for automatically parameter determination.
No user provided information is used. (2) A similarity threshold for the corpus is automatically selected according to the distribution of the pair-wise similarities of the corpus. (3)A novel algorithm is used to organize stories into topic groups based on the similarity threshold.
In the remainder of this paper, we proceed as follows: In the next section, we give a brief review of related work on topic algorithm in detail step by step. Section 4 gives the news corpuses to be evaluated and the evaluation metrics. After presenting the experimental results in section 5, we conclude in section 6.
Related Work
Topic detection in news corpuses
is an active research for years, but there still lacks accurate, efficient and practical solutions. Yang et al from CMU firstly bring forward the task of topic detection and propose two methods to achieve this goal [3] . One method is based on single pass clustering which needs users to provide a clustering threshold. The other is based on agglomerative clustering which needs users to specify desired cluster count or a threshold to control termination of the algorithm. Shah and ElBahesh [4] propose two other topic detection methods based on kNN and single linkage clustering, the former algorithm needs users to specify a parameter k while the latter takes a maximum distance value as input.
Wang et al [1] use UPGMA agglomerative clustering for topic detection because UPGMA is the most accurate of four algorithms they evaluated. And, they use fixed termination threshold for all corpuses to avoid user provided parameters. But according to our experiments, the optimal termination thresholds vary largely for different corpuses, even though they come from the same sources.
Fung et al [5] [6] propose a welldeveloped parameter free approach for topic detection. Their approach focuses on detecting a few largest topics (called burst clusters), while our work aims to detect all topics in the news corpuses.
There also some efforts on general parameter free clustering [9] [10] [11] , and the one mostly related to us is [9] . They automatically derive a threshold from the pair-wise similarities of elements using curve fitting, and group the elements into clusters using connected components algorithm. Their approach works in an iteration way and it can not automatically determine when to terminate.
Parameter free clustering for topic detection
In this section, we describe the topic detection method based on our designed parameter-free clustering algorithm. The method works as follows: At first, each story from a web page is vectored and pair-wise similarities of the news corpus are computed. Next, a similarity threshold is automatically selected based on the distribution of the pair-wise similarities. The similarity threshold is chosen so that ma-jority story pairs from the same topics have similarities above it while only few story pairs from different topics have similarities above it. Finally, a novel algorithm is used to organize stories into topic groups according to the similarity threshold. The whole topic detection process is performed automatically.
Pre-processing
The purpose of pre-processing is to generate the news corpus's pair-wise similarities, which are used for further threshold selection and topic detection. At first, each story is segmented into a set of words based on a Chinese dictionary of about 100,000 words. Next, stopwords and those words appear in too few stories are removed. After then term vectors are generated for all stories using the LTC weighting method [3] (a standard version of TF-IDF weighting): Finally, similarities of all story pairs are calculated through Cosine similarity and so that the similarity value between any two stories ranges from 0 to 1. Table 1 shows the notation we use in our problem formulation and analysis. Through analyzing the distribution of the pair-wise similarities, we expect to find a similarity threshold so that set ABOVE contains majority story pairs from SAME while contains only a small fraction of pairs from DIFF. To achieve this goal, it is preferred that P V is maximized while P N is minimized. In the perfect case where P V =1 and P N =0, the topics can be detected with 100% accuracy. But for real world news corpus, it is impossible to achieve the perfect result because:
Automatic similarity threshold selection
Symbol Definition
Corpus
The news web pages to be analyzed Percent of story pairs of set DIFF belonging to set ABOVE SD(PAIRS) The similarity distributions of set PAIRS SD(SAME) The similarity distributions of set SAME SD(DIFF)
The similarity distributions of set DIFF 
It is also generally impossible to find an optimal threshold to achieve maximum P V and minimal P N at the same time, for they are both inversely proportional to the threshold. From the similarity distribution, we can see both follow the normal distribution. It also shows the location of the demarcation point in the idea model. In reality, the distributions of ) (SAME SD are unpredictable, and so that it is generally very difficult to locate the exact position of the demarcation point, but it is acceptable if a threshold around the location of demarcation point is found. After detailed study of various news corpuses, we found some characteristics of ) (DIFF SD and ) (SAME SD which may help us to locate the demarcation point.
--Similarity value between any two stories ranges from 0-1. . After transformation, undulations in distribution curve turns to peaks and troughs in the slope angle curve. Figure 2 show the slope angle curve of the SINA-1 corpus which is described in section 4 in detail. We search the slope angle curve to find the first noticeable peak and set the position of peak as the value of threshold. We T are all parameters used by our algorithm, and we will describe their settings in section 5.
) (DIFF SD
spreads only a small region around 0.0 because stories from different topics have very little similarities,
Topic detection
After the similarity threshold is determined, next step of our algorithm is to organize the stories into topic groups according to story pairs belonging to set ABOVE .
We propose a novel story grouping method which is resistant to little fraction of noises. Instead of generating the topics directly, we firstly select a set of stories as the principal story of each topic. With these principal stories, we can obtain overlapped or un-overlapped topic detection result as we want.
We call two stories are neighbors if their similarity above the similarity threshold. The principal stories are selected based on the following process.
Determine the neighbors of each story based on the similarity threshold.
while the corpus is not empty, do
Select the story with the largest neighborhood count from the corpus.
Create a new topic group, and set the story as the principle story of the topic group.
Remove the story and all its neighbors from the corpus and continue.
Output all topic groups created
In some cases, if principal stories belonging to different topic groups have lots of neighbors in common then they should be merged into a same topic group. For this reason, we propose a further combination method. Suppose two principal stories each has m and n neighbors, and they have l neighbors in common. If ) , min( n m l is above a certain threshold C T , the two principal stories are combined into a single topic group. After that, we can use connected components algorithm to combine the principal stories, because it is very small possibility that two principal stories from different topics have many common neighbors. So after combination, a topic may contain more than one principal story. Next, we put stories into different topic groups based on these principal points. Two types of topic groups can be generated by using the principal stories: overlapped or un-overlapped.
Experimental Setup

News corpuses
Eight Chinese news corpuses from two different sources are used to evaluate our topic detection approach. The two news sources are:
--SINA hot topics: It is collected from news.sina.com.cn/zt/.
--TDT3 [13]: It were collected and annotated by LDC for the purpose of topic detection and tracking research. Eight topics with different sizes and internal structure are extracted from the two sources as follows:
Evaluation criteria
Two metrics are used to measure the quality of our topic detection approach: F-measure and Entropy [14] [15] . Fmeasure measures the overall degree of how classes and clusters are matched, as well as Entropy measures the overall purity of the clusters.
For the given news corpus, we divided them into u classes manually and divided them into v un-overlapped topic clusters by our algorithm. Suppose over all clusters and then sum across classes [15] .
The entropy of cluster j is calculated through the following equation:
The overall entropy can be computed by sum up the entropies of individual clus- ters weighted with the proportion of stories in each [15] . 
Experiments and Discussions
Topic detection on SINA corpuses
We detected topics in SINA corpuses using the following three algorithms: --UPGMA: The UPGMA agglomerative algorithm --ATS+CC: Automatic threshold selection with connected components algorithm --ATS+PS: Automatic threshold selection with our principal story algorithm
The UPGMA algorithm is chosen for comparison because it is one of the most accurate clustering algorithms [12] , and it is extensively used by other researchers in topic detection [1] [3] [5] .
The parameters and thresholds used for automatic threshold selection are set as follows:
The combination threshold C T described in section 3.3 is set to 3
1
. The F-measure and Entropy values of the topic detection results are depicted in Figure 3 .
From the results it can be figured out that for all four corpuses, ATS+PS algorithm has similar F-measure and Entropy values as UPGMA algorithm, and the results of ATS+CC are much worse. As described in section 3.3, CC algorithm performs worse because the N P value is not negligible, so that the topics generated tend to be impure. The similarity thresholds determined through ATS algorithm and the topics counts generated by PS algorithm are listed in the following Table 3 . The ATS algorithm selected different thresholds for different corpuses. We can not guarantee that the thresholds are optimized, but considered the situation that our algorithm has similar accuracy compare to the UPGMA algorithm which is set with the optimized parameters (the actual topic counts), the thresholds selected should be close to optimal.
The computation times of UPGMA algorithm and ATS+PS algorithm are listed in Table 4 . The times used for preprocessing is not considered.
According to the results, our algorithm runs much faster than the UPGMA algorithm. The main reason is that UPGMA algorithm usually runs hundreds to thousands of rounds. But in our algorithm, there is only one round so that a lot of time is saved for calculating similarities between clusters.
Topic detection on TDT corpuses
As mentioned in section 1, a method to avoid user provided parameters is setting fixed termination threshold in the UPG-MA algorithm. We evaluated the possibility of use this method on TDT corpuses.
We use the cluster count as the parameter and specified the actual topic count manually. At the same time, we recorded the similarity threshold for to stop the merging. The results are showed in Table  5 .
If we use termination threshold as the parameter and want to get desired topic counts, we must set the thresholds according to the value in above table. It is apparent that different corpuses should be set with quite different thresholds. For example, TDT-3 corpus's threshold is above 2.5 times larger than that of TDT-2. It is not a good idea to set fixed termination threshold for all corpuses, even they come from the same sources.
The TDT corpuses results of UPGMA and ATS+PS algorithms are depicted in figure 4 , The ATS+PS algorithm use the same set of parameters described in section 5.1. According to the results, for TDT-3 and TDT-4, our ATS+PS algorithm generated similar F-measure and Entropy values as UPGMA algorithm. But for TDT-1 and TDT-2 our ATS+PS algorithm generated relatively lower Fmeasure and Entropy values than the UPGMA algorithm.
The automatically selected threshold, the detected topic counts and V P , N P values of the four corpuses are list in Table 6 .
It can be figured out that for TDT-1 and TDT-2 ATS+PS generated low Fmeasure and Entropy values because relatively large thresholds are selected so that the V P values are quite low (less than 10%). The consequence is that much more topics than the actual ones are detected. Although these topics are relatively pure, users may still get discontent if too much topics as they expect are generated.
Conclusions and future work
In this paper, we proposed a novel and practical clustering algorithm for finding topics in news corpuses. It does not depend on the users to provide the parameters but automatically derives different parameters from and for different corpus- Table 4 : Computation time compare of the two algorithms.
es. It is proved that the selected parameters are close to optimal, so that the accuracy of the topic detection results is high and stable.
In the future, we will extend our work to topic trend tracking which automatically associate topics detected at different time into several topic trends. 
